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Of the twenty-four new inscriptions on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2015 there was 

a strong industrial heritage component. This included sites ranging from the Fray Bentos 

meat processing works in Uruguay to the Champagne regions of France; and featured 

another success for the UK, as the Forth Bridge was inscribed as a work of creative genius. 

This cohort of new Industrial World Heritage sites from Europe, South America and Asia 

join an existing range of successful and iconic sites such as the Ironbridge Gorge and the 

Zollverien Industrial Complex. Reflecting industrial heritage’s increased visibility on the 

global stage this issue of furnace explores key contemporary issues facing industrial 

heritage globally including sites on the World Heritage list, heritage under-threat and the 

cultural legacy of the industrial past. 

We have been fortunate to receive high quality submissions from contributors who work 

in a wide range of roles across the world. It is particularly exciting to have papers that 

explore both the material heritage of industry and the intangible heritage of skills, crafts 

and knowledge that are becoming an increasingly significant part of the industrial heritage 

discourse.  

Exploring this connection between the physical and the intangible is Associate Professor 

Paul Kapp in his keynote paper. The regeneration of post-industrial areas in both the UK 

and the US has long been an issue uppermost in the mind of both local and national 

governments. Drawing on his work in Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter and from back in the 

US, Kapp argues that it is the intangible heritage of former industrial areas, not simply the 

structures that should play a key part in any effort of urban regeneration.    
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Also looking beyond the physical remains of the industrial past are Tom Fisher, Nicola 

Donovan and Julie Botticello who have been collaborating since 2013 on projects exploring 

the heritage of the Nottingham lace industry. In their update on their current projects to 

engage young people with industrial textile heritage they argue that the loss of crafts, skills 

and knowledge are just as significant as the loss of material remains.    

The threat to material heritage remains significant, however, particularly in areas where 

policy to protect industrial heritage is less developed. As part of the Shaanxi Institute for 

the Preservation of Cultural Heritage Xin Wu has spent many years visiting and recording 

the disappearing industrial heritage of Shaanxi Province, North-western China and argues 

for a comprehensive overhaul of heritage policy as well as proposing a way forward for 

protecting and interpreting the heritage currently under threat. 

Also under threat is Brazil’s spectacular Sao Paulo railway which helped turn the Sao Paulo 

region into an economic powerhouse and remains in operation. Antonio Soukef Junior and 

Antonio Busnardo Filho explore the political and economic context of Brazil in the 19th 

century, take us through the controversial establishment of the Sao Paulo Railway 

Company and explain the remarkable engineering feats achieved in driving a railway 

through mountains and swamps to allow the coffee economy to flourish. The lack of a 

comprehensive inventory and conservation plan of the railway buildings, rolling stock and 

equipment, however, has put its legacy at risk. 

In contrast to the Sao Paulo Railway, Austria’s Semmering Railway has undergone an 

extensive programme of intervention in recent years as Ronald Tusch explains. Symbolic as 

the first railway to be inscribed of the UNESCO World Heritage List, the plan to build the 

New Semmering Base Tunnel prompted an examination of the potential effects of 

construction on the sites World Heritage status. This paper explores both the meanings of 

the site’s World Heritage Status and how to maintain the authenticity of a site that remains 

a working landscape. 

In his paper Antonio Junior quotes 19th century Brazilian author Júlio Ribeiro describing the 

towering Grota Funda viaduct in his novel A Carne, marvelling at the victory of engineering 

genius and will over nature.  

Our final paper explores the enduring cultural legacy of industry on people’s imaginations 

in another 19th century novel, the quintessential Great American Novel, Moby Dick. Jarred 

McGinniss and Sam Taradash founded and run the Moby Dick Unabridged project where 

actors, authors and members of the public from both the UK and the US read the full text 

of the novel to an audience at London’s South Bank Centre. Part epic novel and part 

forensic documentation of the 19th century whaling industry, that the novel remains so 

iconic is testament to the influence industry had on both the writers of our past and our 

contemporary imagination. 
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It has been a pleasure to work with all our contributors to produce this issue and we hope 

that it can spark debate on the present state of our industrial heritage and where were go 

next.    
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